YOUTH VILLAGE
25-30th June, Bogucki Park

Monday 27th June

16:00 - 17:30
Urban Resilience - how can we achieve that?
[Leah Namugerwa - UN Habitat, Youth Council Representative]

Wednesday 29th June

16:00 - 17:30
Role of cities in cinematography
[David J. Edelman]

20:30 - 22:30
Emmanuel Jal - live concert
[Emmanuel Jal]

Thursday, 30th June

19:30 - 20:00
Closing ceremony of Youth Village
[Douglas Ragan, Kasia Smełek, Youth Council Representatives]

Saturday 25th June

10:00 - 10:20
Opening ceremony
[Youth Council Representatives]

10:40 - 11:00
WUF11 intro and youth opportunities
[Douglas Ragan - UN Habitat, Youth Council Representative]

16:30 - 18:00
Role of youth participation in urban process
[Aldo Vargas, Bruno Widawski, Jarosław Bieliński, Alina Prochasek]

Sunday 26th June

18:30 - 20:00
Youth Assembly Reception
[UN Habitat]
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